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Abstract—In high performance computing systems, ob-
ject deserialization can become a surprisingly important
bottleneck—in our test, a set of general-purpose, highly
parallelized applications spends 64% of total execution time
deserializing data into objects.

This paper presents the Morpheus model, which allows
applications to move such computations to a storage device.
We use this model to deserialize data into application ob-
jects inside storage devices, rather than in the host CPU.
Using the Morpheus model for object deserialization avoids
unnecessary system overheads, frees up scarce CPU and main
memory resources for compute-intensive workloads, saves I/O
bandwidth, and reduces power consumption. In heterogeneous,
co-processor-equipped systems, Morpheus allows application
objects to be sent directly from a storage device to a co-
processor (e.g., a GPU) by peer-to-peer transfer, further im-
proving application performance as well as reducing the CPU
and main memory utilizations.

This paper implements Morpheus-SSD, an SSD supporting
the Morpheus model. Morpheus-SSD improves the perfor-
mance of object deserialization by 1.66×, reduces power
consumption by 7%, uses 42% less energy, and speeds up
the total execution time by 1.32×. By using NVMe-P2P that
realizes peer-to-peer communication between Morpheus-SSD
and a GPU, Morpheus-SSD can speed up the total execution
time by 1.39× in a heterogeneous computing platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, advances in storage technologies

and parallel/heterogeneous architectures have significantly

improved the access bandwidth of storage devices, reduced

the I/O time for accessing files, and shrunk execution times

in computation kernels. However, as input data sizes have

grown, the process of deserializing application objects —

of creating application data structures from files — has

become a worsening bottleneck in applications. For a set

of benchmark applications using text-based data interchange

formats, deserialization accounts for 64% of execution time.

In conventional computation models, the application relies

on the CPU to handle the task of deserializing file contents

into objects. This approach requires the application to first

load raw data into the host main memory buffer from the

storage device. Then, the host CPU parses and transforms

the file data to objects in other main memory locations for

the rest of computation in the application.

In a modern machine setup, this CPU-centric approach

becomes inefficient for several reasons: (1) The code for

object deserialization can perform poorly on modern CPUs

and suffer considerable overhead in the host system. (2) This

model intensifies the bandwidth demand of both the I/O

interconnect and the CPU-memory bus. (3) It leads to addi-

tional system overheads in a multiprogrammed environment.

(4) It prevents applications from using emerging system op-

timizations, such as PCIe peer-to-peer (P2P) communication

between a solid state drive (SSD) and a Graphics Processing

Unit (GPU), in heterogeneous computing platforms.

This paper presents Morpheus, a model that makes the

computing facilities inside storage devices available to appli-

cations. In contrast to the conventional computation model

in which the host computer can only fetch raw file data

from the storage device, the Morpheus model can perform

operations such as deserialization on file data in the storage

device without burdening the host CPU. Therefore, the stor-

age device supporting the Morpheus model can transform the

same file into different kinds of data structures according to

the demand of applications.

The Morpheus model is especially effective for creating

application objects in modern computing platforms, both

parallel and heterogeneous, as this model brings several

benefits to the computer system: (1) The Morpheus model

uses the simpler and more energy-efficient processors found

inside storage devices, which frees up scarce CPU resources

that can either do more useful work or be left idle to save en-

ergy. (2) In multiprogrammed environments, the Morpheus

model offloads object deserialization to storage devices,

reducing the host operating system overhead. (3) It consumes

less bandwidth than the conventional model, as the storage

device delivers only those objects that are useful to host

applications. This model eliminates superfluous memory

accesses between host processors and the memory hierarchy.

(4) It allows applications to utilize new architectural opti-

mization. For example, the SSD can directly send application

objects to other peripherals (e.g. NICs, FPGAs and GPUs)

in the system, bypassing CPU and the main memory.

To support the Morpheus model, we enrich the semantics

of storage devices used to access data so that the application

can describe the desired computation to perform. We design

and implement Morpheus-SSD, a Morpheus-compliant SSD

that understands these extended semantics on a commer-

cially available SSD. We utilize the processors inside the

SSD controller to perform the desired computation, for

example, transforming files into application objects. We

extend the NVMe standard [1] to allow the SSD to interact

with the host application using the new semantics. As

the Morpheus model enables the opportunity of streaming

application objects directly from the SSD to the GPU, we
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also implement NVMe-P2P (an extension of Donard [2])

that provides peer-to-peer data exchange between Morpheus-

SSD and the GPU.

The Morpheus programming model is simple. Program-

mers write code in C or C++ to perform computations

such as deserialization in the storage device. The Morpheus

compiler generates binaries for both the host computer and

the storage device and inserts code to allow these two types

of binaries to interact with each other.

Our initial implementation of Morpheus-SSD improves

object deserialization from text files by 66%, leading to

a 32% improvement in overall application performance.

Because Morpheus-SSD does not rely on CPUs to convert

data into objects, Morpheus-SSD reduces the CPU load,

eliminates 97% of context switches, and saves 7% of total

system power or 42% of energy consumption during object

deserialization. With Morpheus-SSD, applications can enjoy

the benefit of P2P data transfer between an SSD and a GPU:

this increases application performance gain to 39% in a

heterogeneous computing platform. The performance gain of

using Morpheus-SSD is more significant in slower servers—

Morpheus-SSD can speed up applications by 2.19×.

Although this paper only demonstrates using the

Morpheus-SSD model for deserialization objects from text

files, we can apply this model to other input formats (e.g.

binary inputs) as well as other kinds of interactions between

memory objects and file data (e.g. serialization or emitting

key-value pairs from flash-based key-value store [3]).

This paper makes the following contributions: (1) It

identifies object deserialization as a useful application for

computing inside modern, high-performance storage de-

vices. (2) It presents the Morpheus model, which provides

a flexible general-purpose programming interface for object

deserialization in storage. (3) It demonstrates that in-storage

processing model, like the Morpheus model, enables new

opportunities of architectural optimizations (e.g. PCIe P2P

communications) for applications in heterogeneous comput-

ing platforms. (4) It describes and evaluates Morpheus-SSD,

a prototype implementation of the Morpheus model, made

using commercially available components.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

describes the current object deserialization model and the

corresponding performance issues. Section III provides an

overview of the Morpheus execution model. Section IV

introduces the architecture of Morpheus-SSD. Section V

depicts the programming model of Morpheus. Section VI

describes our experimental platform. Section VII presents

our results. Section VIII provides a summary of related work

to put this project in context, and Section IX concludes the

paper.

II. DESERIALIZING APPLICATION OBJECTS

A typical computer system contains one or more pro-

cessors with DRAM-based main memory and stores the

bulk data as files in storage devices. Because of SSDs’

high-speed, low-power, and shock-resistance features, the
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. Object deserialization in conventional models

system may use flash-based SSDs as the file storage. The

system may also include GPU accelerators that contain

thousands of Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs) to provide

vectorized parallelism. These SSDs and GPUs connect with

the host computer system through the Peripheral Component

Interconnect Express (PCIe) [4] interconnect. These SSDs

communicate using standards including Serial Advanced

Technology Attachment (Serial ATA or SATA) [5] or NVM

Express (NVMe) [6] [1]. These standards allow the host

computer to issue requests to the storage device, including

reads, writes, erases, and some administrative operations.

To exchange, transmit, or store data, some applications use

data interchange formats that serialize memory objects into

ASCII or Unicode text encoding (e.g. XML, CSV, JSON,

TXT, YAML). Using these text-based encodings for data

interchange brings several benefits. For one, it allows ma-

chines with different architectures (e.g. little endian vs. big

endian) to exchange data with each other. These file formats

allow applications to create their own data objects that better

fit the computation kernels without requiring knowledge of

the memory layout of other applications. These text-based

formats also allow users to easily manage (e.g. compare

and search) the files without using specific tools. However,

using data from these data interchange formats also results

in the overhead of deserializing application objects, since it

requires the computer to convert data strings into machine

binary representations before generating in-memory data

structures from these binary representations.

Figure 1 illustrates the conventional model (Figure 1(a))

and the corresponding data movements (Figure 1(b)) for de-

serializing application objects. The application begins object

deserialization by requesting the input data from the storage

device as in phase A of Figure 1(a). After the storage device

finishes reading the content of the input file, the storage

device sends the raw data to the main memory through the

I/O interconnect, resulting in the data transfer from the SSD

to the main memory buffer X as in arrow (1) of Figure 1(b).

In application phase B of Figure 1(a), the application loads

the input data from the main memory (data transfer (2) in

Figure 1(b)), converts the strings into binary representations,

and stores the resulting object back to another location in the

main memory (data transfer (3) from the CPU to memory

location Y in Figure 1(b)). The program may repeat phases

A and B several times before retrieving all necessary data.
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Figure 2. The overhead of object deserialization in selected applications
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Figure 3. The effective bandwidth of object deserialization in selected
applications using different storage devices under different CPU frequencies

Finally, the CPU or the graphics accelerator on an APU

(Accelerated Processing Unit (APU) [7] can start executing

the computation kernel which consumes the application

objects in the main memory as in phase C (data transfer

(4) loading data from memory location Y in Figure 1(b)). If

the application executes the computation kernel on a discrete

GPU (use phase C’ instead of C), the GPU needs to load all

objects from the main memory before the GPU kernel can

begin (hidden lines of Figure 1).

Because of the growing size of input data and intensive

optimizations in computation kernels, deserializing applica-

tion objects has become a significant performance overhead.

Figure 2 breaks down the execution time of a set of

applications that use text-based encoding as their input data.

(Section VI provides more details about these applications

and the testbed.) With a high-speed NVMe SSD, these

applications still spend 64% of their execution time dese-

rializing objects. To figure out the potential for improving

the conventional object deserialization model, we perform

detailed experiments in these benchmark applications and

obtain the following observations:

Object deserialization is CPU-bound. To examine the

correlation between object deserialization and the speed of

storage devices, we execute the same set of applications and

load the input data from a RAM drive, an NVMe SSD, or a

hard drive. The NVMe SSD can sustain more than 2 GB/sec

bandwidth and the hard drive provides 158 MB/sec band-

width. We create a 16GB RAM drive using the host system

DRAM attached to a DDR3 memory bus that theoretically

can offer up to 12.8 GB/sec bandwidth.

Figure 3 reports the effective bandwidth of object dese-

rialization for each I/O thread in these applications. In this

paper, we define the effective bandwidth as the memory size

of application objects that the system can produce within a

second. Compared to the traditional magnetic hard drive, the

NVMe SSD delivers 5% higher effective bandwidth when

using a 2.5 GHz Xeon processor. However, the performance

of the RAM drive is essentially no better than the NVMe

SSD. If we under-clock the CPU to 1.2 GHz, we observed

significant performance degradation. However, the perfor-

mance differences among different storage devices remain

marginal.

This result indicates that CPU code is the bottleneck

when systems with high-speed storage devices deserialize

objects from files. In other words, if we use the conventional

model for object deserialization in these applications, the

application does not take advantage of higher-speed storage

devices, even those as fast as a RAM drive.

Executing object deserialization on the CPU is expen-

sive. To figure out the source of the inefficiency, we profile

the code used to parse a file of ASCII-encoded strings into

an array of integers. The profiling result shows that the CPU

spent only 15% of its time executing the code of converting

strings to integers. The CPU spent the most of the rest of its

time handling file system operations including locking files

and providing POSIX guarantees.

The conventional approach to object deserialization also

results in increased context switch overhead. In the conven-

tional approach, applications must access the storage device

and the memory many times when deserializing objects. As a

result, the system must frequently perform context switches

between kernel spaces and different processes since fetching

data from the storage device or accessing memory data can

lead to system calls or latency operations. For example, if

a memory access in phase B of Figure 1(a) misses in the

last-level cache or if the memory buffer in phase B needs to

fetch file content, the system may switch to the kernel space

to handle the request from the application.

Object deserialization performs poorly on CPUs. To

further investigate the potential of optimizing the object de-

serialization code, we implemented a function that maintains

the same interface as the original primitive but bypasses

these overheads. Eliminating these overheads speeds up

file parsing by 1.74 ×. However, the instruction-per-cycle

(IPC) of the remaining code, which examines the byte

arrays storing the input strings and accumulates the resulting

values, is only 1.2. This demonstrates that decoding ASCII

strings does not make wise use of the rich instruction-level

parallelism inside a CPU core.

Deserializing objects using CPUs wastes bandwidth and
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memory. The conventional object deserialization model

also creates unnecessary traffic on the CPU-memory bus

and intensifies main memory pressure in a multiprogrammed

environment.

Deserializing objects from data inputs requires memory

access to the input data buffer and the resulting object

locations as shown in phases A and B of Figure 1(a) and

steps (2)–(3) in Figure 1(b). When the computation kernel

begins (phase C of Figure 1(a)), the CPU or a heterogeneous

computing unit (e.g. the GPU unit of an APU) needs to

access deserialized objects. This results in memory accesses

to these objects again. Since the computation kernel does

not work directly on the input data strings, storing the raw

data in the memory creates additional overhead in a mul-

tiprogrammed environment. For APU-based heterogeneous

computing platforms in which heterogeneous types of pro-

cessors share the same processor-memory bus, these memory

accesses can lead to contentions and degrade performance

of bandwidth hungry GPU applications [8] [9].

Since text-based encoding usually requires more bytes

than binary representation, the conventional model may

consume larger bandwidth to transport the same amount

of information compared to binary-encoded objects. For

example, the number “12345678” requires at least 8 bytes

in ASCII code, but only needs 4 bytes using 32-bit binary

representation.

Conventional object deserialization prevents applications

from using emerging optimizations in heterogeneous

computing platforms. Many systems support P2P

communication between two endpoints in the same PCIe

interconnect, bypassing the CPU and the main memory

overhead [4][10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20]

[21][22][2]. the conventional model restricts the usage of

this emerging technique in applications. Applications that

still rely on the CPU-centric object deserialization model

to generate vectors for GPU kernels must go through

every step in Figure 1(b), but cannot directly send data

from the SSD to the GPU. This model also creates huge

traffic in the system interconnect and CPU-memory bus

as it exchanges application objects between heterogeneous

computing resources.

In the rest of the paper, we will present and evaluate

the Morpheus model that addresses the above drawbacks

of deserializing objects in the conventional computation

model.

III. THE MORPHEUS MODEL

In contrast to the conventional model, in which the CPU

program retrieves raw file data from the storage device to

create application objects, the Morpheus model can trans-

form files into application objects and send the result directly

to the host computer from the storage device and minimizes

the intervention from the CPU.

Figure 4(a) depicts the Morpheus execution model. To be-

gin deserializing objects for the host application, the applica-

tion provides the location of the source file to the Morpheus-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4. Object deserialization in using the Morpheus model

compliant storage device (in this paper, the Morpheus-SSD)

and invokes a StorageApp, a user-defined program that the

underlying storage device can execute. After the storage

device fetches the raw file from its storage medium, the

storage device does not send it to the host main memory

as it would in the conventional model. Instead, the storage

device executes the StorageApp to create binary objects as

the host application requests. Finally, the storage device

sends these binary objects to the host main memory (or the

device memory of heterogeneous computing resources (e.g.

the GPU)), and the computation kernel running on the CPU

or GPU (phase C or phase C’) can use these objects without

further processing.

Figure 4(b) illustrates the data movements using the

Morpheus model. Because the system leverages the storage

device for object deserialization, the storage device only

needs to deliver the resulting application objects to the

system main memory as in step (1), eliminating the memory

buffer (location X in Figure 1(b)) and avoiding the CPU–

memory round-trips of steps (2)–(3) in Figure 1(b).

By removing the CPU from object deserialization, this

model achieves several benefits for the system and the

application:

Improving power, reducing energy, allowing more ef-

ficient use of system resources: The Morpheus model

allows applications to use more energy-efficient embedded

processors inside the storage device, rather than more power-

hungry high-end processors. This reduces the energy con-

sumption required for object deserialization. The Morpheus

model improves resource utilization in the CPU by eliminat-

ing the low-IPC object deserialization code and allowing the

CPU to devote its resources to other, higher-IPC processes

and applications. In addition, if the system does not have

more meaningful workloads, the host processor can operate

in low-power model to further reduce power.

Bypassing system overhead: The Morpheus model exe-

cutes StorageApp directly inside the storage device. There-

fore, StorageApp is not affected by the system overheads

of running applications on the host CPU, including locking,

buffer management, and file system operations. In addition,

due to the low-ILP nature of object deserialization, even with

the embedded cores inside a modern SSD, the Morpheus

model can still deliver compelling performance.

Mitigating system overheads in multiprogrammed en-
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vironments: In addition to freeing up CPU resources for

other workloads, this model can also mitigate context switch

overheads since it does not require the CPU to perform any

operation until the end of a StorageApp. By eliminating the

memory buffers for raw input data (memory location X in

Figure 1(b)), the Morpheus model also relieves pressure on

main memory and reduces the number of page faults in

multiprogrammed environments.

Reducing traffic in system interconnects: Since the

Morpheus model removes the host-side code of object dese-

rialization, this model also eliminates the memory operations

that load raw data and store the converted objects to the main

memory in the conventional model (phase B in Figure 1(a)

and steps (2)–(3) in Figure 1(b)). As a result, the Morpheus

model can reduce the traffic on the CPU–memory bus.

This is especially helpful for APU-based systems, in which

heterogeneous computing resources compete for space and

bandwidth for the same main memory.

In the interconnect that moves data among peripherals,

the Morpheus-compliant storage device can send application

objects to the rest of the system that are more condensed than

text strings. Therefore, the Morpheus model also reduces

the amount of data transferred over the I/O interconnect. If

the final destination of objects is the main memory, we can

further reduce the size of data going through the memory

bus.

Enabling more efficient P2P communication for hetero-

geneous computing applications: The PCIe interconnect

allows P2P communication between two peripherals; SSDs

can support this mechanism through re-engineering the

system as NVMMU [21], GPUDrive [22], Donard [2], or (in

this paper) NVMe-P2P. However, if the application needs to

generate application objects using the CPU and stores these

objects in the main memory, supporting P2P communication

between the SSD and the GPU will not help application

performance.

With the Morpheus model, the storage device can generate

application objects using the StorageApp. It can then directly

send these objects (as in Step (5) of Figure 4(b)), bypassing

the CPU and the main memory overhead. Therefore, the

Morpheus model allows more opportunities for applications

to reduce traffic in system interconnects, as well as to reduce

CPU loads, main memory usage, and energy consumption.

This is not possible in the conventional model as the

application cannot bypass the CPU.

IV. THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

As the Morpheus model changes the role of storage

devices in applications—deserializing objects in addition to

conventional data access operations—we need to re-engineer

the hardware and system software stacks. On the hardware

side, the storage device needs to support new semantics

that allow its own processing capability to be tapped for

deserializing application objects. The system software also

needs to interface with the application and the hardware to

efficiently utilize the Morpheus model.
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Figure 5. The system architecture of Morpheus-SSD

Figure 5 depicts the system architecture that supports

the Morpheus model. We implement Morpheus-SSD, an

SSD that provides new NVMe commands to execute Stor-

ageApps, by extending a commercially available NVMe

SSD. For software to utilize Morpheus-SSD, we extend

the NVMe driver and develop a runtime system that pro-

vides an interface for applications. With the runtime system

translating application demands into NVMe commands, the

extended NVMe driver can set up the host system resource

and communicate the Morpheus-SSD through the PCIe

interconnect. As the Morpheus model eliminates the host

CPU from object deserialization, this model also allows for

a more efficient data transfer mechanism. To demonstrate

this benefit, the system also implements NVMe-P2P, allow-

ing Morpheus-SSD to directly exchange data with a GPU

without going through the host CPU and the main memory

in a heterogeneous computing platform.

In the following paragraphs, we will describe the set of

NVMe extensions, the design of Morpheus-SSD and the

implementation of NVMe-P2P in detail.

A. NVMe extensions

NVMe is a standard that defines the interaction between

a storage device and the host computer. NVMe provides

better support for contemporary high-speed storage using

non-volatile memory than conventional standards designed

for mechanical storage devices (e.g. SATA). NVMe contains

a set of I/O commands to access the data and admin com-

mands to manage I/O requests. NVMe encodes commands

into 64-byte packets and uses one byte inside the command

packet to store the opcode. The latest NVMe standard

defines only 14 admin commands and 11 I/O commands,

allowing Morpheus-SSD to add new commands in this one-

byte opcode space.

To support the Morpheus model, we define four new

NVMe commands. These new commands enrich the seman-

tics of an NVMe SSD by allowing the host application to

execute a StorageApp and transfer the application object

to/from an NVMe storage device. These new commands are:

MINIT: This command initializes the execution of a

StorageApp in a Morpheus-SSD. The MINIT command

contains a pointer, the length of the StorageApp code, and a
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Figure 6. The architecture of an NVMe SSD

list of arguments from the host application. This command

also carries an instance ID that allows the Morpheus-SSD to

differentiate StorageApp requests from different host system

threads.

MREAD: This command acts like a conventional NVMe

read operation, except that it reads data from the SSD to

the embedded core and then uses a StorageApp (selected

according to the instance ID specified by the command

packet) to process that data and send it back to the host.

MWRITE: This command is similar to the MREAD,

but works for writing data to the SSD, again using a

StorageApp (selected according the instance ID specified by

the command packet) to process the writing data and send

it back to the host.

MDEINIT: This command completes the execution of a

StorageApp. Upon receiving this command, the Morpheus-

SSD releases SSD memory of the corresponding StorageApp

instance. The StorageApp can use the completion message

to send a return value to the host application.

These commands follow the same packet format as con-

ventional NVMe commands: each command uses 40 bytes

for the header and 24 bytes for the payload.

B. The design of Morpheus-SSD

We build the Morpheus-SSD, a Morpheus-compliant SSD,

by modifying a commercially available NVMe SSD. This

section describes our extension to the NVMe SSD and the

firmware operations.

Figure 6 demonstrates the hardware architecture of the

baseline NVMe SSD. This SSD contains an NVMe/PCIe

interface that transmits/receives packets through the PCIe

I/O interconnect. The NVMe/PCIe forwards these command

packets to the corresponding units in the SSD to complete

the requests. The SSD also includes several GB of DRAM

for data buffering and uses a DMA engine to transfer data

between the SSD and other device memory through the

NVMe/PCIe interface.

Because of the write-once, bulk-erase nature of flash

memory chips, the SSD executes firmware programs using

the embedded cores based on ARM [23] or MIPS architec-

tures [24] and the DRAM to maintain the flash translation

layer (FTL) that maps logical block addresses to physical

chip addresses. The firmware programs that maintain the

FTL also periodically reclaim free space for later data

updates. Each embedded core contains instruction SRAM (I-

SRAM) and data SRAM (D-SRAM) to provide instruction

and data storage for the running program. The SSD uses the

flash interface to interact with NAND flash chip arrays when

accessing data.

To handle these new NVMe commands and execute the

user-defined StorageApps, we re-engineer the NVMe/PCIe

interface and firmware programs running on the embedded

cores inside the Morpheus-SSD. Because these new NVMe

commands share the same format with existing NVMe

commands, the modifications to the NVMe interface are

minor. We only need to let the NVMe interface recognize the

opcode and instance ID of these new commands and deliver

the command to the corresponding embedded cores. The

current Morpheus-SSD implementation delivers all packets

with the same instance ID to the same core.

The process of executing a StorageApp on the desig-

nated embedded core goes as follows. After receiving a

MINIT command, the firmware program first ensures that

the StorageApp code resides in the I-SRAM. The running

StorageApp works on the D-SRAM data and moves data in

or out of D-SRAM upon the requests of subsequent MREAD

or MWRITE commands. As with conventional read/write

commands, the StorageApp uses the in-SSD DRAM to

buffer the DMA data between Morpheus-SSD and other

devices.

The Morpheus-SSD leverages the existing read/write pro-

cess and the FTL of the baseline SSD to manage the flash

storage, except when processing data after fetching data

from the flash array or other devices. Morpheus-SSD also

uses the fast locking mechanism from the SSD hardware

support to ensure data integrity. These firmware programs

maintain and support existing features for conventional

NVMe commands without sacrificing performance or guar-

antees. Since the Morpheus model does not alter the content

of storage data, Morpheus-SSD performs no changes to the

FTL of the baseline SSD.

C. NVMe-P2P

To provide efficient data communication schemes be-

tween Morpheus-SSD and other devices, we develop NVMe-

P2P and place it in the system stack. NVMe-P2P allows

Morpheus-SSD to directly exchange application objects with

GPUs or other devices, bypassing the host CPU and main

memory overhead as well as eliminating redundant data

copies and movements in the system. The current implemen-

tation of NVMe-P2P focuses on the link between Morpheus-

SSD and the GPU.

The conventional approach of establishing P2P commu-

nication over PCIe interconnect requires two devices to

each map their own device memory to the PCIe switch
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by programming the base address registers (BARs) that the

PCIe switch reserves for each connecting peripheral. As the

PCIe switch examines the destination addresses of each data

packet from DMA requests, it can directly deliver the data

packets to the desired devices without going through the

system main memory. However, this approach does not work

for NVMe SSDs since, as a block device, NVMe uses a

doorbell model for PCIe communication and does not map

device memory for data accesses.

NVMe-P2P overcomes this limitation using a similar ap-

proach as the NVMMU [21] and Donard [2]. We extend the

Morpheus-SSD NVMe driver code for MREAD/MWRITE

commands. If the driver receives MREAD/MWRITE requests

that opt to use P2P PCIe communication, the driver invokes

the NVMe-P2P module to map the device memory of the

peripheral that Morpheus-SSD wants to exchange data with

to PCIe BARs.

On the GPU side, NVMe-P2P follows the conventional

PCIe P2P mechanism. NVMe-P2P leverages AMD’s Di-

rectGMA [10] and NVIDIA’s GPUDirect [11] technologies

to program the GPU device memory to the PCIe BAR.

After successfully programming PCIe BARs, NVMe-P2P

responds to the extended NVMe driver. The NVMe driver

then generates MREAD/MWRITE commands; these com-

mands resemble conventional MREAD/MWRITE requests

except that they use GPU device memory instead of main

memory as the DMA target. Our implementation extends

project Donard [2] to generate these commands with GPU

memory addresses as their DMA targets. Upon receiving

these commands, the Morpheus-SSD can directly pull data

from or push data to the device memory address through the

PCIe switch.

As NVMe SSDs cannot make their own device memory

available to other peripherals, NVMe SSDs do not allow

other PCIe devices to access them directly. NVMe-P2P

still relies on the host system software stack to issue

MREAD/MWRITE commands and uses the SSD to actively

fetch or modify data on other devices. Therefore, NVMe-

P2P does not create any new file system integrity issues for

the Morpheus model.

V. THE MORPHEUS PROGRAMMING MODEL

To compose an application using the Morpheus model,

we provide a programming framework including language

extensions, libraries, and the compiler, for programmers to

create a program using C/C++ programming languages. This

section will briefly introduce the Morpheus programming

model and show how the compiler, the runtime system, and

the driver interact with Morpheus-SSD.

A. Composing a Morpheus application

In the Morpheus programming model, the programmer

can define a StorageApp using a function in a high-level

programming language like C or C++. The host program

invokes the StorageApp as calling a function in the source
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Figure 7. An example of StorageApp

code and shares data with the Morpheus-compliant storage

device using the virtual memory abstraction.

1) Creating an StorageApp: To define a StorageApp,

the programmer attaches a keyword – StorageApp – in

front of a C/C++ function prototype. The StorageApp can

declare and use local variables residing in the RAM space

of storage processors. The StorageApp also allows passing

arguments from the host application. The StorageApp can

locate and access the file content using a special data

structure: ms_stream. The StorageApp can also process

or move data to or from the storage device using functions

in the Morpheus device library.

Figure 7(a) shows an example of the StorageApp

that we created for the PageRank application. The Stor-

ageApp inputApplet scans the input data from the

ssd_input_stream, converts the input data into inte-

gers, stores the results in the ssd_edge_array data struc-

ture using the Morpheus library function ms_scanf, and

copies the results to the host memory using ms_memcpy

upon reaching the end of the ssd_edge_array.

The limitations of the embedded core architecture in

the Morpheus-SSD create some restrictions in our current

programming framework. First, the programmer can only

use the functions from the Morpheus library. The current im-

plementation provides basic I/O parsing primitives including
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ms_scanf or ms_printf, which are similar to scanf

and printf in the standard C library, to assist object seri-

alization/deserialization in a StorageApp. The current library

also contains primitives for obtaining file information from

the ms_stream in a StorageApp. This limitation keeps the

programmer from having to deal with low-level operations

inside a storage device and maintains code portability when

the underlying device changes. Second, the StorageApp

cannot directly access the data in the host memory. The

StorageApp can only receive data or send data to the host

memory using the ms_memcpy in the Morpheus library.

Third, due to the capacity of D-SRAM on the embedded

core in Morpheus-SSD, the current implementation restricts

the maximum working set size of a single StorageApp. If

the data set size of the StorageApp exceeds the available

embedded core D-SRAM capacity, the StorageApp needs to

transfer part of the results to the destination and reuse the

memory buffer in the StorageApp.

2) Invoking a StorageApp in an application: Invoking a

StorageApp in the programming model resembles a func-

tion call, except that the application needs to prepare a

ms_stream structure for file access and rely on the runtime

system to handle the execution of StorageApp.

To feed a StorageApp with a file, the programming model

requires the host application to create a ms_stream and

pass this stream as an argument of the StorageApp. The

Morpheus host-side library defines a ms_stream_create

function that accepts a file descriptor as an argument and re-

turns a ms_stream structure. The ms_stream_create

function interacts with the underlying file system to get

permission to access a file and information about the logical

block addresses in file layouts. By using a ms_stream

data structure, the Morpheus model leaves the file permission

checks in the host operating system and avoids performing

these complex operations on the SSD.

Figure 7(b) shows the host application that uses

the StorageApp in Figure 7(a). To invoke this Stor-

ageApp in the test_distributed_page_rank func-

tion, we create an ssd_input_stream using the

ms_stream_create function. Then, the host program

prepares the argument for the StorageApp. With these mod-

ifications, the programmer can eliminate the CPU code that

scans the input file and parses the data into edge_array

since the inputApplet can offload this part to the SSD.

B. Code generation

A Morpheus application contains at least two kinds of

binary executable: one is the application running on the

host computer and the other is the StorageApp inside the

storage device. The Morpheus programming model relies

on the compiler to produce these two types of machine

binaries and insert code that interacts with the runtime

system. The runtime system translates application requests

using extended Morpheus-SSD NVMe commands to allow

communication between these two types of binaries.

The compiler acts as a regular C/C++ compiler of the

host computer, except under the following two conditions:

if the compiler reaches a call site of a StorageApp or if the

compiler reaches the StorageApp code.

Unlike conventional function calls, a call to the Mor-

pheus StorageApp requires the host application to initial-

ize/deinitialize the StorageApp in the storage device and

feed the StorageApp with data. Therefore, instead of calling

the StorageApp function directly, the compiler inserts code

for the runtime system. The runtime system employs the

Morpheus-SSD driver to issue the MINIT command and

install the StorageApp to the storage device. To distinguish

the requesting thread in the host computer, the Morpheus-

SSD runtime also generates a unique instance ID for each

thread calling a StorageApp.

As a StorageApp may accept a pointer as the argument

to store the application objects in the host main memory,

the compiler analyzes the pointers passing to a StorageApp.

If a pointer is used by a function in a device-side library

that moves data between the storage device and a system

memory address (e.g. ms_memcpy) , the compiler inserts

runtime system calls that interact with the device driver to

make these memory addresses available for the Morpheus-

SSD to access through DMA. If the address points to a

location in the GPU device memory, the runtime system and

the driver can potentially use NVMe-P2P for more efficient

data exchange.

Most Morpheus StorageApps consume a Morpheus stream

(ms_stream) argument since most systems abstract data

in storage devices as files. If the StorageApp consumes

a stream, the compiled host program calls the runtime

system to issue MREAD or MWRITE commands through

the extended NVMe driver to transfer the file content into

the StorageApp running on Morpheus-SSD. Because the

NVMe standard limits the data length of each I/O request to

65536 blocks, the runtime system may break the request into

multiple MREAD or MWRITE commands if the file contains

more the 65536 blocks.

Finally, the compiler attaches code to the host program

to send the MDEINIT command to complete the execution

of a StorageApp and free up the resource in the Morpheus-

SSD. When the Morpheus-SSD responds to the MDEINIT

command, the host application can receive the return value

from the complete StorageApp. After receiving the response

from Morpheus-SSD, the compiler inserts code that allows

the host application to work together with the Morpheus-

SSD driver to make the content in the DMA addresses

(and only these addresses) available for the host application

before resuming the execution of the host application.

As the Morpheus model executes StorageApps using the

embedded cores, the compiler optimizes and assembles the

StorageApp code using the instruction set of the embedded

core architecture. Because each MREAD and MWRITE

command can carry a limited amount of raw data, the library

functions consuming the Morpheus stream, including the
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Benchmark Parallel

Application Name Suite model Input Size

PageRank BigDataBench MPI 3.6 GB

CC BigDataBench MPI 62 MB

Breadth-First Search Rodinia CUDA 2.53 GB

(BFS)

Gaussian Elimination Rodinia CUDA 1.56 GB

(Gaussian)

Hybrid Sort Rodinia CUDA 3.14 GB

Kmeans Rodinia CUDA 1.30 GB

LU Decomposition (LUD) Rodinia CUDA 2.42 GB

k-Nearest Neighbors (NN) Rodinia CUDA 1.64 GB

Sparse Matrix JASPA N/A 11 MB

Multiplication (JASPA)

Table I
THE APPLICATIONS AND THE INPUT DATA SIZES THAT WE USED IN THIS

PAPER.

ms_scanf and ms_printf functions, respond to the host

computer with a completion message after finishing data

access operations of each command. The Morpheus-SSD can

execute the following commands to keep receiving chunks

of the raw data or finish executing the StorageApp. When

the StorageApp calls the ms_memcpy function, the library

code will send a message to the Morpheus-SSD to employ

the DMA engine and move StorageApp data between the

embedded core memory and the host main memory.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

We build a Morpheus-SSD that supports the Morpheus

model and attach the Morpheus-SSD to a high-end hetero-

geneous computing server with a GPU. We evaluate the

performance of the resulting system with several benchmark

applications that require object deserialization from text-

based file formats. This section describes our prototype

system setup and the benchmark selection.

A. Experimental platform

The experimental platform uses a quad-core Intel Xeon

processor based on Ivy Bridge EP architecture. The pro-

cessor runs at a maximum clock rate of 2.5 GHz and

dynamically adjusts the frequency between 1.2 GHz and

2.5 GHz. The system also includes an NVIDIA K20 GPU

that contains 2496 CUDA cores and 5GB GDDR5 memory

on board. This computer hosts a Linux system with kernel

version 3.13. We extend the NVMe driver in this system to

support the Morpheus-SSD NVMe commands. The system

contains a PCIe 3.0 I/O hub that connects the processor and

other peripherals including the GPU and the SSD in the

system. We measure the total system power using a Watts

Up meter. The idle power of the experimental platform is

105 watts.

We build a Morpheus-SSD using a commercial SSD with

a Microsemi’s controller that has multiple general-purpose

embedded processor cores [25]. The PCIe interface allows

the Morpheus-SSD to communicate through PCIe 3.0 inter-

connect using up to 4 lanes. We also equip the Morpheus-

SSD with 2GB DDR3 DRAM to store the StorageApp data

and FTL mappings. The Morpheus-SSD provides 512GB of

data storage using flash memory chips.

To support the Morpheus model, this SSD runs our

modified firmware programs. This firmware is also com-

patible with standard NVMe; since we did not modify the

code that handles regular NVMe commands, the firmware

achieves the same performance as an NVMe SSD with

the same hardware configuration. Because the Tensilica LX

cores that we are using do not contain FPUs, the current

library implementation for Morpheus-SSD relies on software

emulation to handle floating point operations. However, as

the cost of manufacturing embedded processors drops and

the increasing demand of in-SSD processing, we expect that

the next generation of SSD processors will provide native

support for floating point operations.

B. Benchmarks

To evaluate the performance of the Morpheus-SSD, we se-

lect 10 benchmark applications from the BigDataBench [26],

JASPA [27], and Rodinia [9] benchmark suites.

We select these 10 applications using the following stan-

dard: (1) The application accepts text-based file formats as

input data. (2) The application provides (or the benchmark

contains) tools to generate large and meaningful inputs

that mainly consist of integers. We set this criteria as the

embedded processor does not have an FPU. For benchmark

applications with mostly floating point numbers, we expect

that the conventional model would perform better than

our current implementation. (3) The application contains

optimized computation kernels representing the common

case application behavior in current high-performance com-

puters. (4) The application provides source code in C/C++

programming language that is compatible with our current

framework.

Table I lists some important characteristics of the bench-

mark applications. We use input data up to 3.6 GB in

size. These applications may apply MPI or CUDA [28]

to parallelize the computation kernels. In this paper, we

consider the baseline as running the unmodified version

of these applications on the server machine described in

Section VI-A with a standard NVMe SSD using the same

hardware configuration as the one described but without the

support of the Morpheus model. Section II of this paper

demonstrates the behaviors of our baseline. In summary,

our benchmark applications spend 64% of execution time

in object deserialization.

For each application, we compose StorageApps to replace

the object deserialization code in the baseline. These Stor-

ageApps create exactly the same data structures that the

computational aspects of these applications consume. Since

we do not change the data structures and do not offload

the computation kernel to the Morpheus-SSD, the modified

version does not affect the computation time or the parallel

model in the computation kernel.

The design of the Morpheus model and the Morpheus-

SSD also support object serialization. However, as our
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Figure 8. The speedup of object deserialization using Morpheus-SSD
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Figure 9. The normalized power and energy consumption during object
deserialization

benchmark applications spend a relatively small amount of

time or almost no time in serializing objects to the storage

device, we did not evaluate the effect of using the Morpheus

model for optimizing object serialization.

VII. RESULTS

This section presents the performance of using the Mor-

pheus model for object deserialization and discusses the

impact of this model on application performance in a het-

erogeneous computing platform with a Morpheus-SSD.

A. Object deserialization performance

Figure 8 shows the speedup gained in object deserializa-

tion by using Morpheus-SSD. With less powerful embed-

ded cores, Morpheus-SSD still achieves as much as 2.3×

speedup and an average of 66% performance gain compared

to the baseline.

For JASPA, we see only a 10% performance gain in object

deserialization. This is because 33% of the strings in the

input data represent floating point numbers, and the lack

of FPUs increases the object deserialization overhead inside

Morpheus-SSD.

Instead of using high-performance but more power-hungry

host CPUs for object deserialization, Morpheus-SSD allows

applications to use more energy-efficient embedded cores
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Figure 10. The context switch frequencies (number of context switches
per second) during object deserialization

for the same purpose, thus saving power and reducing

energy consumption. Figure 9 lists the normalized power

and energy consumption of using Morpheus-SSD for object

deserialization, compared to the baseline. Because it heavily

relies on the host processor, the baseline increases the

average power required from the idle system by 10.4 W.

With Morpheus-SSD, the system uses the embedded cores

to perform object deserialization, demanding only 1.8 W

of total system power. Compared to the baseline system,

Morpheus-SSD can reduce the power consumption of the

total system for all applications by up to 17%, with an

average of 7%. The effect of Morpheus-SSD on energy

saving is more significant. Morpheus-SSD can reduce energy

consumption by 42%, as Morpheus-SSD reduces both the

amount of power required and execution time.

As StorageApps sends application objects instead of raw

data strings to host applications, this model can potentially

reduce both the traffic going outside Morpheus-SSD and

between the CPU and the main memory. Compared to the

conventional model, using the Morpheus model reduces the

bandwidth demand of these applications by 22% on PCIe

interconnect and the traffic on the CPU-memory bus by

58%.

The Morpheus model can also reduce context switches

from system calls and long latency operations. Figure 10

lists the context switch frequencies of these benchmark

applications. Across all applications, Morpheus-SSD can

lower context switch frequencies by an average of 98%, and

it can reduce the total number of context switches by an

average of 97%.

B. Morpheus-SSD and NVMe-P2P

The Morpheus model enables GPU applications (e.g.

applications from the Rodinia benchmark suite) to bene-

fit from more efficient P2P data communication than the

PCIe interconnect can provide. In this work, we implement

NVMe-P2P to provide this support. Since NVMe-P2P does

not affect the object serialization performance, but only

reduces the data movement overhead in applications, we

compare the end-to-end latencies for applications.
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Figure 11. The overall application speedup using Morpheus-SSD and
Morpheus-SSD w/ NVMe-P2P
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Figure 11 shows the overall application speedup gained

by using Morpheus-SSD and NVMe-P2P. For GPU applica-

tions from the Rodinia benchmark suite, Morpheus-SSD can

achieve an average speedup of 1.39×. With NVMe-P2P that

can bypass the CPU and the main memory overhead, we can

further achieve an average speedup of 1.49× — representing

a 10% performance gain from P2P PCIe communication. If

we include those CPU applications that cannot benefit from

NVMe-P2P, we can see an average speedup of 1.39× when

applying both Morpheus-SSD and NVMe-P2P. By using

Morpheus-SSD alone, we can achieve only a 1.32× speedup.

C. Sensitivity to CPU performance

The Morpheus model does not rely on the CPU for the

time-consuming object deserialization, making applications

using this model potentially less sensitive to the performance

of underlying CPUs. To investigate the impact of CPU

performance on the Morpheus model, we clock the CPU

to 1.2 GHz, 52% slower than the standard 2.5 GHz.

Figure 12 compares the end-to-end latencies of running

applications using this under-clocked computing platform.

With Morpheus-SSD, these applications still run 2% faster

than the baseline at 2.5 GHz. If we enable NVMe-P2P, these

applications gain 6% over the 2.5 GHz baseline. Compared

with running baseline using 1.2 GHz processor, Morpheus-

SSD speeds up applications by 2.10×. With NVMe-P2P,

Morpheus-SSD further achieves 2.19× speedup.

By maintaining the same level of performance for appli-

cations, Morpheus-SSD makes servers with less powerful

processors an attractive option as we can lower the power,

energy, and machine costs. Baseline implementations that

rely heavily on the CPU for object deserialization and mov-

ing data among heterogeneous computing units suffer a 42%

degradation in performance with the slower clock speed. As

a result, the energy-efficiency of the slower baseline system

cannot compete with a high-end server or servers using the

Morpheus-SSD.

VIII. RELATED WORK

The Morpheus model has its roots in early works that pro-

mote adding processors to disks [29][30][31][32][33][34].

However, due to the limitations of disk access latencies and

processor technologies in the last century, these works did

not provide enough performance gain to justify the increased

cost.

With the advancement of storage technologies, recent

works have re-examined this concept and shown promising

results [35][36][37][38][39][40][41][42][43][44][45]. These

works have mostly focused on trying to offload compute

kernels that make it difficult for current SSD processors

to deliver compelling performance, including data analytics,

SQL queries, operating system operations, graph traversal,

image processing, and MapReduce operations. Therefore,

the Morpheus model applies in-storage processing to a com-

pletely different domain of applications that can maximize

the potential of using this type of models.

The implementation of Morpheus-SSD uses general-

purpose embedded processors and enables use of high-level

programming languages to make it easy to customize the

StorageApp. This approach is similar to IDisks, SmartSSD

and Willow [34][37][40]. However, unlike SmartSSD (which

uses the less efficient SATA interface) or Willow (which

uses PCM as the storage medium), Morpheus-SSD uses the

more flexible and efficient NVMe interface and adopts flash

memory as the storage medium.

Although we currently implement the Morpheus model on

an SSD, the Morpheus model can apply to any kind of device

with input data and computing resources, including com-

putational memories [46][47][48][49][50], NVRAM [51],

ioMemory [52], or programmable network interface cards

[53][54][55]. Section II demonstrates that object deserial-

ization is inefficient even with DRAM as the data storage

and that implementing the Morpheus model in these com-

putational memories would improve performance.

The Morpheus model is complementary to existing

programming language optimizations for object serializa-

tion/deserialization [56][57][58][59][60]. Programmers can

implement these techniques using the processing power

that our model exposes. As the Internet becomes the main

medium for interchanging files, several works have also tried
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to improve the efficiencies of processing data interchange

formats including XML and JSON [61][62]. To further

improve the performance of exchanging objects between

computers, several projects propose remote method invoca-

tion or adding runtime code [63][64][65]. The Morpheus

model can support this optimizations and leverage NVMe-

P2P to further reduce overhead.

Morpheus is fully compatible with existing file formats

and requires only minor changes to the applications. Pro-

tocolBuffers and Thrift propose new binary-based schema

for data interchange; these change existing file formats

and require the programmer to change both the application

generating and the one receiving the data [66][67]. The

Morpheus model can also provide more flexibility to create

arbitrary types of objects for various applications in object-

based storage [68][69][70].

NVMe-P2P implements P2P PCIe communications be-

tween Morpheus-SSDs and GPUs using the similar approach

as in project Donard [2], NVMMU [21] and Gullfoss sys-

tems [71]. GPUDrive [22] also provides similar functional-

ity, but it uses a customized PCIe switch to provide access

to SATA SSDs. However, the set of GPU applications we

examine in this paper cannot make use of these strategies

without using the Morpheus model and Morpheus-SSD.

Before the emergence of the NVMMU and Gullfoss

systems, existing works leveraging AMD’s DirectGMA or

NVIDIA’s GPUDirect focus P2P communication between

two GPUs or between the GPU and an Infiniband de-

vice [10][11] to improve inter-node communication within

GPU clusters [12][13][14] or intra-node communication

between GPUs or other devices [15][16][17][18][19][20].

The Morpheus model makes applications less sensitive to

CPU performance in heterogeneous computing platforms.

This model makes server systems with less powerful pro-

cessors, including FAWN [72], Gordon [73] and Blade [74],

appealing options for data centers.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the Morpheus model and the

Morpheus-compliant SSD, which provide a framework for

moving computation to the SSD. While this model is

applicable to many domains, we evaluate this framework

by using it to target a common, but under-represented

bottleneck in computer architecture — object deserialization.

In a conventional high-performance server using high-speed

storage devices, we observed that a set of applications spent

64% of execution time in object deserialization.

The Morpheus model allows the programmer to offload

inefficient object deserialization code to storage devices,

where the source data reside. This model applies energy-

efficient processors that are already present in emerging

storage devices to generate application objects in storage

devices. Deserializing application objects inside storage

devices avoids host system overhead, reduces bandwidth,

improves power consumption, frees up host processor re-

sources, and enables peer-to-peer communications between

the storage device and heterogeneous computing units.

We implement and evaluate Morpheus-SSD, an SSD

that supports the Morpheus model, using a commercially

available NVMe SSD. The evaluation shows that with cur-

rent SSD technologies, offloading object deserialization to

the SSD improves object deserialization performance by

1.66× and energy consumption by 42%, leading to overall

application speedup by 1.32×. With NVMe-P2P removing

the CPU and the main memory overhead for heterogeneous

computing applications, Morpheus-SSD further achieves an

average speedup of 1.39×. The Morpheus model is more

effective in a lower-end server setup. Morpheus-SSD and

NVMe-P2P can accelerate applications by 2.19×.
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